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Control of Feshbach resonances by quantum interference
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~Received 31 January 2002; published 16 July 2002!

We describe how a quasibound state that is in Feshbach resonance with an incoming atom wave and is
coupled to a nondecaying bound state by an electromagnetic field will exhibit a quantum interference that
controls the collision dynamics. By varying the frequency of a coupling field, the elastic cross section may be
modulated. By varying the amplitude of a coupling field, the bound diatomic population may be increased by
several orders of magnitude.
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It is known from the work of Fano that quasibound~au-
toionizing! states whose energies lie above the first ioni
tion potential of an atom may exhibit a quantum interferen
with the continuum or with other discrete states, which w
preclude absorption of radiation at certain frequencies in
vacuum ultraviolet@1#. A general technique for creating a
interference where one does not exist is to apply an elec
magnetic field that couples the quasibound state to a bo
nondecaying state. The equivalent~dressed! system then con-
sists of two closely spaced states that decay to the s
continuum and interfere. An incident optical beam tuned
what was previously the line center will have near-zero
sorption@2–6#.

It is the aim of this paper to apply similar ideas to t
control of the collision cross sections of cold atoms. A fr
atom whose asymptotic total energy is the same as the
ergy of a quasibound diatomic molecular state is said to b
Feshbach resonance and its collision cross section ma
orders of magnitude larger than the size of the atom@7–10#.
The essential idea for obtaining a quantum interference i
apply an electromagnetic field that couples the quasibo
molecular state to a nondecaying molecular state. In
spirit of the preceding paragraph, but with the optical pro
replaced by an incoming atom wave, it is expected that
cross section for elastic collision will have an interferen
profile with a zero at the~previous! Feshbach maximum
Interesting dynamic effects become possible: by varying
frequency of the coupling laser the cross section may
modulated; by varying its amplitude the bound molecu
population may be increased, as compared to its equilibr
value, by several orders of magnitude.

A schematic of the system to be studied is shown in F
1. A quasibound stateu1& of a diatomic molecule is magnet
cally tuned to near Feshbach resonance with an incom
plane wave of particlesJ0. Stateu1& dissociates at a rateG1
to a continuum of unbound statesumq&. An electromagnetic
field couples stateu1& to stateu2& of the molecule. If state
u2& does not dissociate there will be a complete interfere
in the cross section for elastic scattering. If stateu2& does
dissociate~for example, if it lies above stateu1&) the incom-
ing particle beam will have a cross section for inelastic c
lision where it gains kinetic energy equal to theu1&-u2& tran-
sition energy. This inelastic cross section maximizes at
point of destructive interference of the elastic cross secti
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There has been considerable previous work, both theo
ical and experimental, which demonstrates control of co
sions of both hot@11,12# and cold atoms@13,14# by quantum
interference and laser coupling. There are also connect
between this work and the field of photoassociation spect
copy @15,16#. In photoassociation spectroscopy a laser
used to cause transitions of unbound atoms to bound mol
lar states of an upper electronic manifold@17#. These states
could be used as intermediate states to Raman couple s
u1& and u2& of Fig. 1. Of particular pertinence, Courteill
et al. @9# have found a strong increase in photoassociat
when tuned to Feshbach resonance, and Heinzenet al. de-
scribe the Raman coupling of a quasibound and bound s
and its use to affect the dynamics of coupled condens
@18#. In other work, Fedichevet al. discuss laser manipula
tion of scattering lengths@19#, Fatemiet al.have observed an
optically induced Feshbach resonance in cold sodium va
@20#, and Kokkelmanset al. have shown how by sweepin
through a Feshbach resonance, one may enhance the R
transition probability for conversion of an atomic condens
to a molecular condensate@21#. A recently submitted pape
describes the use of stimulated Raman adiabatic pas
~STIRAP! to attain the same objective@22#.

We analyze the problem by a method that keeps track
the molecular population, gives theS-matrix elements, and
allows numerical simulation of the temporal dynamics. W

FIG. 1. ~a! A quasibound stateu1& of a diatomic molecule is
tuned to near Feshbach resonance with an incoming plane wav
particlesJ0. Stateu1& dissociates at a rateG1 to a continuum of
unbound statesumq&. An electromagnetic field with Rabi frequenc
V couples this state to stateu2& which, in general, decays to
different continuumum r&. In the ideal case when stateu2& does not
decay, there will be a perfect quantum interference in the ela
cross section of the incoming wave.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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assume that the energy of the atom beam is sufficiently
that only s waves are pertinent and take the colliding p
ticles to be nonidentical. Noting Fig. 1, we begin by expan
ing the wave function as

uc~r ,t !&5c1 exp~2 iv1t !um1&1c2 exp~2 iv2t !um2&

1E cq exp~2 ivqt !umq&dvq

1E cr exp~2 iv r t !um r&dv r . ~1!

In Eq. ~1! the quantitiesum1& andum2& are bound eigenstate
of the diatomic molecule with probability amplitudesc1(t)
and c2(t). For example, the number of molecules per u
volume in stateu2& is uc2u2 multiplied by the number of
atoms per unit volume. Theumq& are denses-wave unbound
states that have energies near stateu1& and have asymptotic
form cq(t)nq sin(kqr1d1). The quantityd1 is the background
phase shift andnq is the normalization constant. The co
tinuum eigenstates are energy normalized with energy
units of \v. With the particle velocity denoted byvq , the
normalization constant isnq5A2/pvq , the density of states
r(v)51, andcq(t) is the probability amplitude per squar
root of angular frequency space. Similar definitions apply
statesur & that are near stateu2& and have phase shiftd2.

We work in the interaction picture and write the coupl
equations for the probability amplitudes. The matrix elem
between the continuum and bound states is expresse
terms of the decay rateG and resonant shiftdv of these
states. For stateu1&, G152pu^m1uH8umq&u2 and dv1
5P*@ u^m1uH8umq&u2/(v12vq)#dvq , with similar defini-
tions for stateu2&. We eliminate the resonant shifts by settin
the frequency of the coupling field equal to the difference
the shifted resonances. With the rotating wave approxim
tion, the coupled equations are then

]c1

]t
1

G1

2
c152 i S G1

2p D 1/2

j0 exp~2 iDvt !1 i
V~ t !

2
c2 ,

~2a!

]c2

]t
1

G2

2
c25 i

V* ~ t !

2
c1 , ~2b!

cq52 i S G1

2p D 1/2E
2`

t

c1~t!exp@ i ~vq2v1!t#dt, ~2c!

cr52 i S G2

2p D 1/2E
2`

t

c2~t!exp@ i ~v r2v2!t#dt. ~2d!

The probability amplitude of stateu1& is driven by a mono-
chromatic plane wave of particlesJ0 with an energyDv
above stateu1&. j0 is the s-wave portion of this driving
wave. The value ofj0 is obtained by matching the
asymptotic form of the normalized continuum wave functi
with phase shiftd1 with the asymptotic form of the incoming
plane wave and isj05A(p/2k2)uJ0uexp(id1). Because it is
chosen on line center, the frequency of the coupling fi
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does not appear in Eqs.~2!. To vary this frequency bydv,
take V(t)5V0 exp(2idvt) in Eq. ~2a! and V* (t)
5V0* exp(idvt) in Eq. ~2b!. If stateu2& does not decay via a
Feshbach resonance, the quantityG2 on the left-hand side of
Eq. ~2b! may be retained to account for other losses.

The time-varying populations of the molecular statesu1&
andu2& are determined by Eqs.~2a! and~2b!. These popula-
tions, in turn, generate scattered waves, as per Eqs.~2c! and
~2d!. To obtain the energy spectrum of the scattered wa
we extend the upper limit of the integrals in Eqs.~2c! and
~2d! to infinity. For a coupling pulse of finite duration, th
spectrum is the Fourier transform of the coupling field. Fo
monochromatic coupling field, and a monochromatic inco
ing plane wave, then in steady state, the probability am
tudesc1(t) and c2(t) are also monochromatic and vary a
exp(2iDvt). We change to time-independent variablesb1
and b2 by c1(t)5b1 exp(2iDvt) and c2(t)5b2 exp
(2iDvt). Solving for b1 and b2, the monochromatic scat
tered waves are cq85*cq(v)dv52 iA2pG1b1 and

cr85*cr(v)dv52 iA2pG2b2. Because we do not kee
track of the depletion of the incident atom beam the tre
ment is perturbative, and it is required thatcq8 andcr8 must
be small as compared toj0.

We use Eqs.~2! to obtain the scattering matrix elemen
that in turn determine the collision cross sections and s
tering length. Equating the asymptotic forms of the co
tinuum functions and thes-wave portion of the incident and
outgoing waves, we obtain the relation between theS-matrix
elements and the quantitiescq8, cr8, and j0. With back-
ground phase shiftsd1 andd2 for statesu1& andu2&, respec-
tively, and V real, the necessary relations areS115(1
1cq8/j0)exp(i2d1) andS215(cr8/j0)exp@i(d11d2)#. S11 and
S21 are then

S115ei2d1F12
2G1~G222iDv!

~G122iDv!~G222iDv!1V2G ,

S215ei (d11d2)F 22iAG1G2V

~G122iDv!~G222iDv!1V2G . ~3!

The matrix elementS22 is obtained fromS11 by replacing
G1 , G2, andd1 by G2 , G1, andd2, respectively.S125S21
and theSmatrix is unitary. We note that the scattering matr
elements of Eq.~3! may alternatively be obtained by usin
the coupled-channel formalism of Bohn and Julienne@13#.
@Noting Bohn and Julienne Eqs.~4.8! through ~4.11!, the
necessary variable changes to obtain the scattering m
elements of Eq.~3! are the replacement of the Feshbach d
cay rate of this work with the stimulated rate of their fir
laser, and the interchange of ourcr channel with their artifi-
cial channel.#

Cross sections for nonidentical particles are related to
S-matrix elements byselastic5(p/k2)u12S11u2 and s inelastic
5(p/k2)uS21u2. Figure 2 shows the cross section for elas
collision vs detuning from resonance for the normal Bre
Wigner profile (V50) and for the ideal (G250) interfer-
ence profile of this work. The elastic collision cross secti
1-2
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is double peaked and is zero at its Breit-Wigner maximu
By choosingV, the interference profile may be either na
rower or wider than the Breit-Wigner profile. The latter ca
may be useful to reduce the sensitivity to variation of t
magnetic field.

We useS11 to obtain the expression for the zero-ener
scattering length. For near-zero energies we require the
pendence ofG1 on the collision energy. Following Moerdijk
et al. @23#, we takeG1 to vary as the square root of energ
and write G1(k)5(k/k0)G1

(0) , whereG1
(0) is the measured

value of G1 at wavelengthk0. With a0 as the background
scattering length andS11[exp(22ika), the complex zero en
ergy scattering lengtha is

a5a01S G1
(0)

k0
D i ~G222iDv!

~G222iDv!~Ga22iDv!1V2
. ~4!

In Eq. ~4!, we have allowed for an additional decayGa from
stateu1&. This artificial decay is used to represent any ad
tional loss for atoms in stateu1& and causes the scatterin
matrix to be no longer unitary.

With the coupling field off, Eq.~4! reduces to the comple
Breit-Wigner scattering length@23#. With the coupling field
on and withV@G2 ,Ga ,Dv, the lowest-order terms in th
series expansion of the scattering length are

a5a01S 2G1
(0)

k0
D 1

V2 S Dv1 i
G2

2 D1•••. ~5!

In the ideal case withG250, as in electromagnetically in
duced transparency with optical waves, the scattering len
is real and has a steep dispersive profile. This variation of
scattering length might be used to control either the gro
velocity or the nonlinearity of a Bose condensate. Also, a
electromagnetically induced transparency, the additional

FIG. 2. Elastic collision cross section vs detuning for a Fe
bach resonance; Breit-Wigner profile~dashed curve! and quantum
interference profile~solid curve! caused by a coupling field with
V50.5 andG250. For both curves the Feshbach decay rateG1

51 and the background cross sectionsd15d250.
01070
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cay from stateu1&, to this order, is absent from the scatterin
length and does not cause depletion of an incidents wave.

An s wave of atoms, which is incident on stateu1& may
either be elastically scattered or inelastically translated
energy by the frequency of the coupling field and scattered
an s wave from stateu2&. Neglecting the background phas
shift the cross sections at the point of interference are

selastic5
p

k2 S 2G1G2

uVu21G1G2
D 2

,

s inelastic5
p

k2 F G1G2uV2u

~ uVu21G1G2!2G . ~6!

Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of these cross
tions. The inelastic collision profile peaks at the frequen
where the elastic profile is zero; the interference is theref
destructive for elastic collision and constructive for inelas
collision.

We next consider the populations of the diatomic m
ecule. Returning to Eqs.~2!, with the atom density denote
by N0 so that the incident plane-wave particle current
v0N0, and again noting the relation between the driving c
rentJ0 and itss wave portionj0, i.e., uj0u25p/(2k)2J0, the
magnitudes of the molecular populations are

N15uc1u2N05S v0

2k2D G1G2
2

~ uVu21G1G2!2
N0

2 ,

N25uc2u2N05S v0

2k2D G1V2

~ uVu21G1G2!2
N0

2 . ~7!

With the coupling field off,N15v0N0
2/(2k2G1). For ex-

ample, forN051014 atoms of87Rb per cubic centimeter with
a velocity of 1 cm/s and a dissociation rate ofG152p
3106, the ratio of stateu1& molecules to atoms is 4.2

-

FIG. 3. Cross section for elastic and inelastic collisions vs
tuning. The interference is destructive in the elastic profile and c
structive in the inelastic profile. The parameters areV50.5,
G151, G250.1, andd15d250.
1-3
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31024. With the coupling field on, for smallG2, this ratio is
increased byG1

2/V2. If we assume that the Rabi frequency
the coupling field may be reduced to the atom beam ene
of 1mK, then an increase of almost three orders of mag
tude may be possible.

Figure 4 shows the populations of statesu1& andu2& of the
diatomic molecule when the coupling field increases fr
zero to a constant value. Equations~2a! and ~2b! are solved
numerically with the initial conditionc1(0)5c2(0)50.
With the magnitude ofV(t) still near zero, the population o
stateu1& rises rapidly from zero to its equilibrium value o
one unit. As the coupling field increases, the population
stateu1& falls. The population of stateu2& first rises and then
approaches its new equilibrium value of 8.27 units, in agr
ment with Eqs.~7!.

FIG. 4. Molecular population as a function of time. As the co
pling field ~dashed curve! is applied, the populations of statesu1&
andu2& move toward their new equilibrium values. The paramet
are G151, G250.01, j05Ap/2, and d15d250. The Rabi fre-
quency of the coupling field isV(t)5A0.025$11tanh@0.015(t
2200)#%.
tt.
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There are several possibilities for coupling statesu1& and
u2&. At low temperatures microwave magnetic fields wi
power densities of about 1W/cm2 might be used. First ex-
periments are more likely to use a Raman system@18#, where
coupling is attained through an intermediate electronic s
u3&. We have numerically simulated such a system by ad
batically eliminating stateu3& to obtain expressions for ef
fective values of the prototype quantitiesG1, G2, andV.
Taking the radiative lifetime of stateu3& equal to the disso-
ciative time of stateu1&, with both equal to one unit, detun
ing from stateu3& by ten units, and choosing the Raman-Ra
frequenciesV135V23 equal to two units, we obtain nea
perfect contrast in the interference profile with an increase
the molecular population of a factor of 20. Detuning furth
the effective Rabi frequency and contrast are reduced, bu
population increase may exceed a factor of several hundr
Based on the power broadening measurements of Court
et al. @9#, near resonant Raman coupling should require la
power densities of about 1 W/cm2. For heteronuclear mol-
ecules direct dipole coupling of statesu1& and u2& by an
incident microwave field will be possible.

This paper has shown how one may produce a quan
interference in a system of coupled Feshbach resonance
the ideal case, at resonance, both the inelastic and el
cross sections are zero and the molecular population is n
decaying and stable. Because the interference width ma
less than the natural Feshbach width, applications to subn
ral enhancement of nonlinear matter wave interactions
expected.
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